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Þoteß ànswer àáá questionsâ ànswer question ã to ãV by choosing only äWå
from each and any äæçèè from question Vâ àll questions carry equal
marksâ écientific calculation are allowedâ

I 1. Explain briefly the principle steps in sample survey.
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3. Define stratified random sampling. In stratified random sampling with given cost
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4. If the population consists of a linear trend, then show that
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II 5. Explain the principles of experimentation replication and local control.
6 Derive the efficiency of LSD over RBD.
7 Explain the procedure of estimating one missing observation in LSD and hence

mention differences in its ANOVA.
8 Find the expection of various sum of squares in CRD.

III 9 Define Time Series. Explain its components.
10 Explain ratio to moving average method for calculating seasonal indices. Write

its merits and demerits.
11 Explain the difficulties in estimation of national income.
12 Explain the technique of Base shifting and give its main uses in index numbers.

Compute index numbers by shifting the base to a year 1966.

Year 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

Index

No.

76.9 83.4 95.5 102.8 101.8 102.8 110.0 113.5 114.4 114.8 114.5 116.2 120.2 123.5 124.5

IV 13 What are life tables? Explain different columns of life table giving their
computational formulae.

14 Explain the method of constructing Lorenz curve and hence find the Gini's
coefficient of concentration.

15 Describe various fertility rates.
16 Write about Pareto law of Income distribution.

V Write short notes on any ÛÜ➱➩➩ of the following:

17 Methods of selecting SRS
18 Method of simple averages
19 Splicing of index numbers
20. Abridged life tables
21 Randomization.
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